
VACUUM SHROUD KIT

IMPROVES SURFACE VISIBILITY WHILE 
REDUCING AIRBORNE SILICA DUST!
Hand grinding of concrete and masonry surfaces and mortar is a tough, dirty task. It doesn’t have to be with the Norton Clipper Vacuum 
Shroud. The Vacuum Shroud’s design creates a cyclonic effect extracting dust and debris from the work surface into the support vacuum. 
This prolongs the life of the grinding cup and grinder and provides a smoother surface while decreasing the chance of dust particle 
inhalation. A durable, heavy-duty, scratch-resistant plastic design can withstand the constant abuse of hand grinding applications. The hinged 
front can be used to work closely to the corner of the walls or improve visibility of the surface while reducing airborne dust.
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7" Kit
UPC #: 70184641039

7" Vacuum Shroud Kit includes 5 different rings  
to fit most popular right angle grinders and  
a 7" Norton Classic Single Row Cup Wheel. 

These kits provide everything needed to get the job done fast, 
efficiently and dustless! It is just what you expect from Norton 
Clipper, a cut above in performance and affordability. 

5" Kit
UPC #: 70184694059

5" Vacuum Shroud Kit includes a universal adapter 
to fit the industry standard right angle grinders and 
a 5" Norton Classic Single Row Cup Wheel.

7" KIT 5" KIT

VACUUM  
SHROUD KIT

CLASSIC CUP GRINDER WHEELS
Norton Clipper cup wheels are available in a range of sizes and segment designs for optimal performance by life or by speed. Ideal for leveling all types of 
masonry materials, brick, block, concrete and stone. The strategically placed hole designs help ventilate dust from the surface extending life of the cups. Any 
of the cup wheels listed below can be used with Norton’s Vacuum Shroud.

Double Row
Long life, smooth finish

Single Row 
Fast stock removal

Turbo
Long life, Very smooth finish

Swirl
Most aggressive cut, smooth finish

UPC PART # SIZE MAX. RPM. SEGMENT SPEC.
70184684036 CHSCPT0500 5" x 5/8"-11 12,225 .210"
70184682593 CHSCPT0700 7" x 5/8"-11 8,730 .210"

UPC PART # SIZE MAX. RPM. SEGMENT SPEC.
70184684038 CHDCPT0500 5" x 5/8"-11 12,225 .210"
70184682595 CHDCPT0700 7" x 5/8"-11 8,730 .210"

UPC PART # SIZE MAX. RPM. SEGMENT SPEC.
70184684040 CHSWCPT0500 5" x 5/8"-11 12,225 .180"
70184683827 CHSWCPT0700 7" x 5/8"-11 8,730 .180"

UPC PART # SIZE MAX. RPM. SEGMENT SPEC.
70184683830 CHTURCPT0400 5" x 5/8"-11 15,000 .210"
70184683831 CHTURCPT0700 7" x 5/8"-11 8,730 .210"

The Norton Clipper Vacuum Shroud design and the rotation of the grinder create a cyclone 
effect pulling debris and dust from the work area into the vacuum channel. This technology 
allows better operating conditions, prolongs the grinder and tooling life and more 
importantly decreases chances of silica inhalation.

TECH TIP

USA CUSTOMER SERVICE:
Toll Free Phone: 1 (800) 554-8003
Toll Free Fax:  1 (800) 443-1092

CANADA CUSTOMER SERVICE:
Toll Free Phone: 1 (800) 263-6565
Toll Free Fax:  1 (800) 561-9490
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